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Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available.
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Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you.

Call: 608-759-2665

Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
Splat the Cat and the pumpkin-picking plan
by Cathy Hapka
An uproarious Halloween adventure finds Splat resolving to find the
biggest pumpkin ever only to confront the difficulties of getting his
giant pumpkin back home. Includes stickers. Original. 100,000 first
printing.

Merry Christmas, Splat
by Rob Scotton
From the best-selling author of Splat the Cat comes a hilarious tale that
begins on the night before Christmas with Splat wondering if he's been
good enough this year to deserve a really big present, and after a series
of mishaps, it turns out that Splat may have been a good enough cat
after all! 100,000 first printing.

Splat the cat and the late library book
by Cari Meister
When Splat the cat realizes he has an overdue library book, he thinks
he'll be in big trouble if anyone finds out

Splat the cat and the snowy day surprise
by Rob Scotton
When Splat wakes up to find the ground is covered with snow, he
decides he wants to build the best snowcat ever, and in the process he
and his mouse friend, Seymour, find many ways to enjoy the snow

Alice on the island : a Pearl Harbor survival
story
by Mayumi Shimose Poe
On December 7, 1941, thirteen-year old Alice's life changes completely
as she experiences an act of war, the bombing of Pearl Harbor, and her
father's imprisonment in a Japanese internment camp, leaving Alice
and the rest of her family struggling to adjust to life without him

Noelle at sea : a Titanic survival story
by Nikki Shannon Smith
In 1912, thirteen-year-old Noelle and her parents are aboard the
Titanic, when she is awoken to a sinking ship and must evacuate to a
lifeboat with her mother, but first she has to find and help her new
friend, Pauline, who is in steerage

Constance and the dangerous crossing : a
Mayflower survival story
by Julie Gilbert
In 1620 an orphaned fifteen-year-old servant girl joins Separatists
seeking religious freedom and others aboard the Mayflower as they
undertake a perilous journey to the New World

Mickey saves Santa
by Sheila Sweeny Higginson
When Mrs. Claus arrives at Mickey's clubhouse at Christmastine asking
for help, Mickey and Donald set off in the Toon Plane to find Santa's
sleigh and fix its broken harness

Beehive
by Petra Bartiková
"Have you ever seen a bee buzzing about and wondered what its life in
and outside of a beehive is like? Now, you can! This charming picture
board book teaches children what it would be like to be a bee living in

a beehive by starting with the outside of the hive and working their
way further in with each turn of the page! Providing a secret look
inside of a hive, this board book also features dozens of adorable
illustrations, vocabulary words, educational captions, cut-out accents,
and hidden chambers tobe revealed. Learn all about these busy bees
and all of their important roles in nature!"

There's no day like a snow day
by Jane O'Connor
When a blizzard prompts their school to close, Nancy, JoJo, Bree and
Freddie enjoy a fun-filled day of creating snow angels, making
snowmen and catching snowflakes before Nancy asks her parents to
take the family on an ultimate adventure. By the author and illustrator
of the Fancy Nancy series. Original. 200,000 first printing.

Pete the Cat : snow daze
by James Dean
Excited when a big snowstorm triggers a snow day, Pete the Cat enjoys
outside games with Bob and Callie but resolves to help his school
reopen when the bad weather forces closures for additional days.
Simultaneous. 20,000 first printing.

Trick or Pete
by James Dean
Complemented by 13 lift-flaps, a laugh-out-loud Halloween adventure
finds a trick-or-treating Pete the Cat marveling at the creative
costumes, fun decorations and scary surprises his neighbors have in
store. Original. 150,000 first printing.

Falling for autumn
by Kim Dean
Realizing how much he appreciates everything the autumn season has
to offer, an ever-groovy Pete the Cat participates in corn mazes, hay
rides and apple picking, in a series entry that is complemented by
Thanksgiving cards, a fold-out poster and stickers. 100,000 first
printing. Illustrations.

Haunted howl-oween : Includes Glow-in-theDark Stickers!
by Michael Olson

When a neighbor cannot go trick-or-treating because her costume has
gone missing, Bingo and Rolly embark on a mission to track it down, in
a lively Puppy Dog Pals Halloween story that is complemented by two
sheets of glow-in-the-dark stickers. 50,000 first printing. TV tie-in.
Original.

Henry Heckelbeck spells trouble
by Wanda Coven
When his normally strong spelling skills are challenged by a bad case of
nerves during an exciting Brewster Elementary spelling bee, Henry
Heckelbeck uses magic to cope, only to trigger unexpected mayhem.
Simultaneous and eBook. Illustrations.

Henry Heckelbeck and the haunted hideout
by Wanda Coven
Using his newfound magic to create a fort hideout where he can avoid
his sister and friend, Henry is dismayed by unusual phenomena that
cause him to suspect that his new fort is haunted. By the creators of
the Heidi Heckbeck series. Simultaneous and eBook. Illustrations.

Henry and Mudge and the snowman plan : the
nineteenth book of their adventures
by Cynthia Rylant
Henry, his father, and Mudge are certain to have a fun time at the local
snowman-building contest, in this lively easy reader with full-color
illustrations. Reprint. Teacher's Guide available.

Henry and Mudge and the great grandpas : the
twenty-sixth book of their adventures
by Cynthia Rylant
When Henry and Mudge go to their Great-Grandpa Bill’s house and get
introduced to a whole collection of other fun great-grandpas, a fun day
on the porch turns into an exciting adventure when the whole gang

heads over to the secret pond for a day of swimming and splashing!
Reprint.

If winter comes, tell it I'm not here
by Simona Ciraolo
A little boy who adores summer worries about the oncoming winter,
with cold, dark days and icy rains, and no chance of swimming or
eating ice cream

Look, listen, taste, touch, and smell : learning
about your five senses
by Pamela Hill Nettleton
An introduction to the five senses and the organs that perform the
functions of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch

Pumpkin magic
by Ed Masessa
A whimsical rhyming read-aloud finds a patch of pumpkins coming to
life under the moonlight before embarking on a raucous Halloween
adventure featuring silly costumes, trick-or-treating and food fights. By
the best-selling author of Scarecrow Magic. Original. Simultaneous
eBook. Illustrations.

Who Knew? Under the Apple Tree
by Laurie Lazzaro Knowlton
Book Annotation

An Ellis Island Time Capsule : Artifacts of the
History of Immigration
by Rachael Hanel
Book Annotation

Flying ace : the story of Amelia Earhart
by Angela Bull
Examines the life and disappearance of the pilot who was the first
woman to cross the Atlantic in a plane by herself
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